Gas-phase dissociative electron attachment to flavonoids and possible similarities to their metabolic pathways.
The gas-phase empty-level structures and formation of anion states via resonance attachment of low-energy electrons to the flavonoids naringenin (III), quercetin (IV) and myricetin (V) and the smaller reference molecules chromone (I) and flavone (II) are investigated experimentally for the first time. Dissociative electron attachment spectroscopy (DEAS) is used to measure the fragment anion currents generated through dissociative decay channels of the molecular anions of compounds I–V, detected with a mass filter as a function of the incident electron energy in the 0–14 eV energy range. Due to the insufficient volatility of flavonoids III–V, the energies of vertical electron attachment associated with temporary occupation of the lower-lying virtual orbitals are measured with electron transmission spectroscopy (ETS) only in the smaller reference molecules I and II. The experimental findings are interpreted with the support of appropriate density functional theory calculations with the B3LYP functional. The experimental vertical electron attachment energies measured in the ET spectra of I and II are compared with the orbital energies of the neutral molecules scaled using an empirically calibrated linear equation. The vertical and adiabatic electron affinities are evaluated at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level as the anion/neutral total energy difference. The latter theoretical method is also used for evaluation of the most stable conformers of the neutral molecules, O–H bond dissociation energies and thermodynamic energy thresholds for production of the anion fragments observed in the DEA spectra. A possible role played by loss of an H(2) molecule from the parent molecular anion in vivo in the mitochondrial respiratory chain is briefly discussed.